
01A
Title: 
Bullet: 
VO: 
Desc.: 2D McLANE logo animation builds.

01B
Title: The Imaging FlowCytobot
Bullet: 
VO: “The Imaging FlowCytobot” [00:03]
Desc.: Title appears and is narrated.

02A
Title: Introducing the IFCB
Bullet: 
VO: "The Imaging FlowCytobot, or IFCB, is an automated 
submersible imaging flow cytometer. The instrument 
generates images of particles in-flow taken from the 
aquatic environment." [00:12]
Desc.: 2D still image Illustration fades in.

02B
Title: Introducing the IFCB
Bullet: 
VO:
Desc.: Viewpoint zooms/dives into water to show IFCB 
bolted to a pier leg as 2D still image illustration.
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03A
Title: Applications
Bullet: Phytoplankton ecology research
VO: "The IFCB can be used for phytoplankton ecology 
research,” [00:04]

Desc.: Text builds beside fading images.
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02C
Title: Introducing the IFCB
Bullet: Automated submersible microscope
VO: "The IFCB is an in-situ, time-series instrument and a 
proven technology, purpose-built for the rigors of an 
aquatic deployment.” [00:08]

Desc.: 2D illustration of the IFCB the image fades to photo 
of actual device.

03B
Title: Applications
Bullet: Harmful Algae Bloom monitoring
VO: “detection and monitoring of Harmful Algal 
Blooms,” [00:03]

Desc.: Text builds beside fading images.

03C
Title: Applications
Bullet: Water quality characterization

VO: "water quality characterization," [00:03]

Desc.: Text builds beside fading images.
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04A
Title: Features
Bullet: In-situ research platform
VO: “The IFCB is a complete research platform. A 
submersible imaging flow-cytometer with multiple 
triggering channels," [00:08]

Desc.: Images appear in upper right and fall/fade back into 
the background building a mosaic. Text builds over mosaic.

04B
Title: Features
Bullet: Size range <10 to 150 µm
VO: “optimized to acquire images of particles in the range 
of sub-ten to 150 microns. The IFCB is an ideal platform 
for phytoplankton monitoring and research.” [00:12]

Desc.: Images appear in upper right and fall/fade back into 
the background building a mosaic. Text builds over mosaic.
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03D
Title: Applications
Bullet: Aquaculture
VO: "aquaculture applications,” [00:03]

Desc.: Text builds beside fading images.

03E
Title: Applications
Bullet: Aquaculture
VO: “and underway sampling." [00:03]

Desc.: Text builds beside fading images.
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04E
Title: Features
Bullets: Organism classification
VO: "Post-processing workflows handle feature 
generation, as well as genus and species-level organism 
classification.” [00:08]

Desc.: Images appear in upper right and fall/fade back into 
the background building a mosaic. Text builds over mosaic.

04F
Title: Features
Bullets: Remote controlled operation
VO: “Various operational modes include full remote-
control capabilities of the instrument's routines such as 
sampling, cleaning, and calibration.” [00:08]

Desc.: Images appear in upper right and fall/fade back into 
the background building a mosaic. Text builds over mosaic.
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04D
Title: Features
Bullet: Up to 30K hi-res images per hour
VO: "storing up to 30 thousand images every hour with a 
high resolution of approximately 3.4 pixels per 
micron." [00:09]

Desc.: Images appear in upper right and fall/fade back into 
the background building a mosaic. Text builds over mosaic.

04C
Title: Features
Bullet: High sampling rate of 15 ml/h
VO: "The IFCB is capable of maintaining a continuous 
sampling rate of 15 milliliters per hour," [00:06]

Desc.: Images appear in upper right and fall/fade back 
into the background building a mosaic. Text builds over 
mosaic.
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04H
Title: Features
Bullets: Long term deployments
VO: “the IFCB is designed for long-term continuous 
operation with enough local storage,” [00:05]

Desc.: Images appear in upper right and fall/fade back into 
the background building a mosaic. Text builds over mosaic.

04G
Title: Features
Bullets: Submersible to 40m
VO: “Rated to depths up to 40 meters,” [00:03]

Desc.: Images appear in upper right and fall/fade back into 
the background building a mosaic. Text builds over 
mosaic.

05A
Title: Instrument Overview
Bullets:
VO: "The IFCB is contained in a 25 by 100 centimeter 
aluminum housing,” [00:04]

Desc.: 3D still image of device interior rendering fades in.

04I
Title: Features
Bullets: Anti-fouling and on-board calibration standard
VO: “fouling-prevention and cleaning reagents for 
deployments up to 6 months. Optimal long-term 
performance is maintained using on-board pre-defined 
standards.” [00:11]
Desc.: Images appear in upper right and fall/fade back 
into the background building a mosaic. Text builds over.
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07
Title: Continuous Filtered Sheath Flow
Bullets:
VO: "The flow system of the IFCB uses a filtered sheath 
fluid that contains a biocide to prevent bio-fouling and to 
insulate optical surfaces from the sample 
material.” [00:13]

Desc.: 2D animated illustration of flow cell fades in and 
sheath flow is shown animated.
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06A
Title: Sample Acquisition
Bullets:
VO: "During sample acquisition water is drawn into the 
syringe via the intake port," [00:06]

Desc.: Area of the valve + flow cell is highlighted on the 
3D rendering and a 2D animated diagram appears. The 
syringe is animated filling up with blue water.

06B
Title: Sample Acquisition
Bullets:
VO: "and is injected into the flow cell for analysis." [00:04]

Desc.: Valve turns and syringe blue water flows from 
syringe down to the flow cell.

05B
Title: Instrument Overview
Bullets:
VO: “submersible to 40 meters.” [00:04]

Desc.: 3D still image of device housing rendering fades in.
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10A
Title: Flash/Image Acquisition
Bullets:
VO: "When the collected light pulse meets the threshold 
conditions," [00:05]

Desc.: Flash/Camera fade in. Slow down as plankton 
enters image field. When particle hits laser the chlorophyll 
channel (Red & Orange) illuminates.
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09A
Title: Detector/Filter
Bullets:
VO: "Particles passing through the laser will scatter light.  
The IFCB filters these light pulses to trigger sample image 
acquisition," [00:08]

Desc.: Detector fades in. As green plankton passes 
through laser chlorophyll channel (Red & Orange) 
illuminates.

09B
Title: Detector/Filter
Bullets:
VO: "based on user-defined particle size and chlorophyll 
thresholds." [00:05]

Desc.: As blue plankton passes through laser side scatter 
channel (Orange only) illuminates.

08
Title:  Laser Particle Excitation
Bullets:
VO: “Sample fluid is injected into the sheath fluid and 
into the flow cell where it will intersect with the 
laser.” [00:08]

Desc.: Laser device fades in and plankton passes through 
beam single file in the animated sheath fluid.
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12B
Title: Image Classification
Bullets:
VO: "classification,” [00:03]

Desc.: Black and white mask of image wipes across as if 
being scanned.
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12A
Title: Image Classification
Bullets:
VO: “Images are then post processed off-line for 
identification,” [00:04]

Desc.: Mosaic appears. One plankton particle is selected 
from mosaic and zooms up.

11
Title: Data Transfer
Bullets:
VO: "Following each sample acquisition, the generated 
images becomes available for offload. Images are also 
archived on-board.” [00:08]

Desc.: 2D illustration of IFCB on pier sending data via 
satellite, wi-fi, ethernet. Animate data flow from instrument 
to shore (not satellite) [Photo stand-in]

10B
Title: Flash/Image Acquisition
Bullets:
VO: "a flash lamp illuminates the particle and the image is 
captured.” [00:05]

Desc.: When particle hits image field flash lamp triggers 
and camera displays image. These steps repeat a few 
times and speeds back up.
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12C
Title: Image Classification
Bullets:
VO: "and particle counts." [00:03]

Desc.: Original image with new outline wipes across as 
text appears identifying the image.

13A
Title: Automated Cleaning
Bullets:
VO: "The IFCB stores on-board biocides and cleaning 
solutions, allowing for long-term deployments.” [00:06]

Desc.: 2D animated illustration shows deposit 
accumulation in flow cell.

13B
Title: Automated Cleaning
Bullets:
VO: “Self-cleaning can be scheduled or interactively 
triggered.” [00:08]

Desc.: Different colored agent flows through and 
accumulated deposits disappear.

13C
Title: Remote Adjustment
Bullets:
VO: "A calibration standard is also carried on-board to 
allow for periodic checks of the instrument's 
performance.” [00:06]

Desc.: Beads flow through to show recalibration while a 
blurry image appears and comes into focus.
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14
Title: The Imaging FlowCytobot
Bullets:
VO: "From real time HAB monitoring to water quality 
characterization, the IFCB represents the next generation 
in advanced in-situ instrumentation. Contact McLane at 
mclanelabs.com for more details." [00:22]
Desc.: Return to 3D rendering of IFCB with outer casing  
dissolved so that insides are visible. This will slowly 
rotate while the closing statement is made.
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